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2015 saw professional wrestling hit the skids: ratings plummeted, fans fled and nobody in charge

seemed either to notice or to care. As the new year dawns with fresh promise, new talents and the

same old problems, WhatCulture.com navigate through the worst moments of the past twelve

months from the two biggest promotions.
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It's hard to agree on what the worst moments in professional wrestling for 2015 were (because there

were so damn many!), or in what order they should be ranked, but Andrew Soucek and WhatCulture

do a great job of summing it all up in this entertaining, easy-to-read and nicely-formatted book.I

thought about taking away some stars for the nausea this book induced (thanks for reminding me

about Santino's Christmas prank, jerk!) but I cannot, in good conscience, rank this any lower than a

5 for the courage shown in tackling such a monumental, spirit-breaking task.

Reading this book made me remember some of these bad moments of wrestling. Mostly on WWE's



side since I rarely followed TNA. Some of these moments were funny, some were bad, and there

were a few in there that were sad.If you're a fan of wrestling, then this book is for you. Even if you

were a fan and you gave up on wrestling, then maybe one of those moments will show up in this

book.

I'll say it. I was one of the viewers that tuned out almost completely in 2015 due to poor wrestling,

unworthy main events, annoying Disney channel like characters, and constant WWE network plugs.

So I didn't see a lot of the worst wrestling moments. But I gotta give it to the author. He knows his

stuff. For example, I didn't know that Paige had said something derogatory about Reid Flairs death

to Charlotte. Also how Owen Hart couldn't defy gravity. I mean, this was a company that said it was

controversial and wrong when WCW parodied the four horsemen on Nitro. But what they did

happened to be much worse.One of the things I disagreed with in the book was how Undertaker hit

Lesnar in the boards at SS. The author claimed this should have been a heel turn for Taker. Here's

the thing...Taker isn't your typical face . I mean, the guy is a Satanic character! So maybe him hitting

Taker in the nards isn't far beyond him. Also, Taker is a man that would do ANYTHING to get a win

to avenge the streak, and how they kept talking about it. So, it really wasn't out of character for him.

I've been a fan of WhatCulture for a few months now and I was really excited to see them release

this eBook, despite not caring for reading. It's definitely worth the purchase. This list is LEGIT.

Andrew Soucek didn't miss anything negative that the pro wrestling world saw in 2015.

I got this book with my kindle unlimited subscription, and it's a good, quick read, but I have one big

issue and that's the foreword. It says it's going to say good things about the year 2015 in wrestling,

and then says nothing good about WWE. Surely they had a few good moments. WWE were

extremely profitable if nothing else. But it listed good things about the other wrestling companies,

but no bad from any of them, when only WWE and TNA are covered in the actual book .Seemed

like a bias. Without the foreword, I would give the book 4 or 5 stars, but with the foreword, it seemed

biased enough to aggravate me.

this book is super awesome explaining all the garbage and how it affects tna and wwe. All and all

gthis was awesome. pls mor books by whatculture wrestling pls

Although I didn't agree with parts of the list,I still think what culture did a great job and the read was



worth it. Can't wait until the 2016 edition!
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